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THE PRESIDENT’S PAGE

‘Once upon a time’ – it really was as long ago as that when the
schoolgirl that was me had the opportunity to work at the local Crown Post
Office to help with the Christmas mail. This was very welcome as it meant
extra pocket money and a chance to participate in the adult working world,
there being no ‘work experience’ programmes at this time. On the agreed
date we made our way to the handsome Victorian stone building in the Market
Place.

Firstly, we were asked if we would like to carry mail bags round or do
mail sorting. After the jolly hockey sticks brigade had departed the rest of us
departed to the sorting rooms.

Here I should say that the local weekly newspaper used to publish the
number of postal pieces delivered on the days before Christmas. The number
rose annually.

The collected mail was loaded on to a conveyor belt which at one
point narrowed and was spanned by a device which clicked as the passing
envelopes touched it and recorded their numbers. Then we noticed that
various folk in passing by, possibly to impress or tease all these young girls,
would produce a pencil, poke the clicker and add an extra click at the same
time adding one to the total.

Two lessons were learned here. One was to look with a critical eye at
statistics in general and the other was not to believe all things published ‘in
black and white’. Even statistics that have not been tampered with need to be
considered carefully before they can be considered valuable or useful. This is
a highly skilled job.

I need to add a good deal of humility here because I find it almost
impossible to imagine or even comprehend very large or very small numbers
such as stars in the night sky or an atom. Here with it is all about us, large
and small, changing, growing, shrinking, enlarging and moving; for all that
lives moves.

I feel rather like hiding my head in a full mail sack. Instead I will
consult others . . . By the way how do you think big or small?

Baroness Greenfield said: ‘All science is provisional and therefore to
claim to have the definitive answer to anything is a hard line view.’

Darwin: ‘Ignorance more frequently breeds confidence than it does
knowledge.’

Professor Robert Winston: ‘Certainty in all religions and certainty in
science is equally dangerous.’

All good wishes,
Dorothy

Cover: Composition: ‘Two-headed Duck’ (Zhou Dynasty replica)
by Naomi Linnell (See Reflections p.5)



THE MINISTER’S MUSINGS

God, the Unitarians and other things have been discussed for three
days at the Annual Meetings. It was the ‘Other Things’ that tended to be
boring and made people want to escape or change the subject. Things such as
changes to the constitution or long winded reports on triumphs that are
already a year old. People proudly stood at the lectern and waited for
questions that did not come.

The Unitarians were discussing themselves which is always a joy.
What is it that makes a person a Unitarian? It seems that the only
distinguishing features are that there are no distinguishing features. They are
a Movement of individuals who meet together, worship together, feel that
there is injustice in the world and they should do something to make it better.
When they worship together they won’t be told what to believe. It is difficult
to know what they do actually worship. That is the mystery of Unitarianism.

At this meeting they admitted that people challenged them about this
mystery and it was difficult to give answers on behalf of the whole. No, it
was impossible. They could only talk about their own personal belief and
experience. So why not just do that, many decided.

God is a Unitarian of course. Must be! It is as difficult to pin a label
on God as it is to pin a label on the Unitarians. Many of them had been
brought up in the Christian tradition but had left to become Unitarians. The
trouble for them is that they cannot wash out the stains that Christianity has
left on their religious clothing. In their baggage is this word ‘God’ which has
somehow lost its meaning.

In these discussions no one was saying who or what God was, nor
what God would do for themselves or for others. (I used to feel that God
would punish others but bless poor sinner me)

We did ask why we spend so much time discussing God. One
person said that we talk all the time as if God is a rare antiquated specimen of
something that feels both ancient and modern and needs turning over and
over in the hands of our mind. There are endless conjectures about possible
purposes and history. There are endless discussions about whether it is real or
imagined

One person stood up and said, ‘This object you are discussing simply
gives me energy.’ This is the comment about God I remember most vividly
from the meetings.

Tony Mcneile
RUNNING A STALL AT A GA MEETING

On the two previous occasions that I attended General Assembly
Meetings, in 2007 and 2010, I recall my casual visits to the stands which were
there, never thinking that at some point, I would be called upon to organise a
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similar stall myself. So that, when I was asked to do so for The National
Unitarian Fellowship, I felt somewhat at a loss. However, although it is some
years since I retired from the Public Health Sector of NHS, I did have some
experience of publicity and the promotion of health information, albeit in a

different setting, which gave me
some slight comfort.

In the weeks before the
GA I was sent various items for
display. Thank you Louise and
Ken for the posters advertising
the NUF Weekend in
November and NUF Forum
which Keith, my husband, blew-
up to A3 size and laminated.
As there was no poster which
explained what the NUF was or
how it operated, using some
information contained in the

current leaflet and a colourful header taken from the website, I also produced
a couple of posters. Back copies of View Point and the Newsletter were
available on the stall as well as information leaflets and application forms. I
tried to get a sense, from those I spoke to, about their preference for written
material distributed via the post or via email. The small group I spoke to
favoured a balance of both postal information and email.

In retrospect I think that the NUF could look for other opportunities,
aside from the GA Meetings, to publicise itself. This will clearly involve
developing a broader range of publicity materials. Prior to getting to know
Joan and John Wilkinson in 2009 I have to confess that I had heard very little
about the NUF. Is there, for instance, any information available which will tell
us how the NUF’s current membership came to hear of the organisation? My
hunch is that there remain many who do not know about the NUF and, were
they to be made aware of its existence, could well wish to join.

As someone who is a relative newcomer to the NUF, running the stall
proved to be an invaluable learning experience. Not only did I have the
hands-on experience of getting together all the materials and running the stall,
I also met some of the key members of the committee. Despite all the
information which is available on both paper and the internet there is no
substitute for meeting people face to face. I have already volunteered to take
responsibility for the NUF stall at The General Assembly Meetings at Keele in
2012.

Ella Lewis-Jones
Photograph: NUF Committee members, Ken Smith, Howard Wilkins, Elizabeth
Barlow and myself at Swansea.
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REFLECTIONS
This above all

To thine own self be true.
Shakespeare

In the very centre of a small redundant fifteenth century city church
there was to be found a small but perfectly presented exhibition of ancient
sculpture. The afternoon sun streamed in through wide shallow arched
windows, a kaleidoscope of brilliant colours laid on by the Master of the
Purple Rabbits. In the very centre of the Nave was an octagonal case, and
raised on a plinth covered with rich crimson velvet, stood a small bronze two
headed bird. A label at its feet proclaimed ‘An unique Norfolk Anas cum
capitibus duobus, c.250 A.D. Found laid beside a baby’s stone coffin, during the
1937 excavations of the Roman villa near Ditcham.’

The bird was not happy. His two bills were tucked uncomfortably
into his neck, his sparse feathers seemed to droop, his four eyes stared

wretchedly down at his sumptuous nest and his
bitter thoughts echoed sourly through the empty
building. “Why do I have to stand here amidst
all these pieces of real sculpture – golden
Gandabherunda, the two headed bird who eats
elephants; marble Orphros, two headed loyal
hound lying dead beside his master, slain by
mighty Herakles; whale tooth Palraiyuk, two
faced spiked tailed monster of the northern seas;
wooden Amphisbaina, forked tongued mouth
both before and behind? Then there’s me, stuck

up on this silly pedestal. A double-headed duck with ugly wonky webbed feet,
a string of drooping daisies round my neck and little weak wings too frail to
fly. I am a feeble joke, a craven coward and, moreover, a fake of fancy, a
living lie. And as for those pesky purple rabbits up in that window, twitching
their noses and mocking me …”

“Gently, my little avian.” The thought came soft and clear from the
angel with the big nose and lopsided face perched on a slender column beside
the Chancel arch. “You are as your creator made you, and for that you are
not to blame. He did not give you a beautiful body, great courage, enormous
influence and power, but he modelled you with humour and cast you with
respect and love. One cloudy dark night he took you from his workshop
down by the river and left you at the dig near Ditcham, to tease clever
academics and be enjoyed by the rest of us. Think about the children who
flock in here to see you; they love you and they come back again and again and
bring their friends because you make them laugh and feel happy. A fake you
may be, an imposter you may feel, but remember how much innocent joy that
humble old man gave to this place.”
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“Perhaps. You could be right.” The bird’s thoughts sounded
doubtful and flat. “Anyhow, how is it you know all about my fakery?”

“I know,” responded the angel, “because after old Mr Redfield had
made you, he carved me. The same night he dropped you into the trench, he
climbed up here, stuck me onto this high column, then got down on his knees
and thanked the good Lord for the blessings of imagination and laughter. As
should we.”

“Yes,” thought the bird, becoming bright eyed and confident again,
“so we should. Laus Deo, my friend.”

“Amen to that,” thought the angel.
(Two-headed duck by Liz Egebäck Foxbrook) Naomi Linnell

PANIC AT ESSEX HALL
There was a fair amount of panic at Essex Hall late last Friday (11th

March) night when suddenly 40 lorries arrived dumping rubbish outside the
Royal Courts of Justice only yards from the front of Essex Hall. Calls to the
Council and the Police couldn't shed any light what was happening. One
driver said they were protests against all the government cuts, but
unfortunately no one noticed the wry smile. On Saturday morning (when
electrical work meant some staff were required to be on duty) the confusion
was solved. It was a set for a film about Margaret Thatcher and the winter of
discontent!

Rubbish: http://www.unitarian.org.uk/images/news/rubbish.png

THE UNITARIAN ANIMAL WELFARE SOCIETY
The Unitarian Animal Welfare Society was launched (UAWS) on

Saturday 26 June at Golders Green Unitarians.
The committee consists of: Wynne Simister (chair), Graham Jennings

(treasurer), Rev. Feargus O’Connor (secretary), Andrew Tucker, Elizabeth
Stone, Wendy Stock, Beverlea Jennings and Michael Allured.

The aims of the society are:
1. To promote an awareness of animal welfare issues - companion, farm and
wild.
2. To concentrate on the positive aspects of animal welfare while not ignoring
the negative but also not traveling the road of sentimentality.
3. To produce a newsletter initially twice a year. It is proposed that this will
concentrate on one element of animal welfare each issue. There will be a
section for comments and all contributions will be most welcome.

It is hoped in the future to have a website on which animal welfare
matters can be discussed.

Membership is £5 Concessions £2 and should be sent to Graham
Jennings, 63 Gracaefield Gardens, Streatham, London. SW16 2TS

Wynne Simister
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JULIAN MEETINGS

When I wrote to enquire about the Fellowship, I had mentioned
attendance at a Julian Meeting, and in case it would not be understood
explained a little about it. In response John Greenwood suggested I wrote
about Julian of Norwich, the English mystic after whom the meetings are
named. Unfortunately, very little is known about her. Indeed, it is not
known which of two fourteenth century women in Norwich she was. There
is, however, a tiny church with a cell on its south side, the only ancient
building within a modern area of the town. She is the first woman known to
write a book in English. It was, of course, Middle English, as Chaucer was
writing at the same time. The only commonality of subject is the loose one of
Chaucer choosing the Canterbury Pilgrimage as a device to collect the stories
and her ‘Revelations of Divine Love’ is a religious work. This is not a dry
exposition but a clear statement of the visions and understanding of the
meaning of the visions she was given on what she believed at the time was her
deathbed. In the following years she wrote them down.

You may think a mystic who sees visions is sweetly simple and
certainly some of her words sound Panglossian, particularly the famous “All
shall be well, and all manner of things shall be well”, but this is involved in the
answer to her question why God allowed sin into the world? The visions she
had are far from the roses of Lisieux, being mostly of Christ on the Cross, but,
despite the dripping blood, of Joy expressed by Christ looking at her with
compassion, God in him.

Nothing of this is spoken at Julian Meetings. Indeed, this is not a
speaking meeting but a listening one, a contemplation. These meetings are
held all over the country and though there is a loose federation each meeting is
run as the participants wish. The one I attend, as with nearly all, takes place in
a house. When all are there we listen to a short reading, rarely from Julian,
sometimes from religions or philosophies other than Christian. We settle
ourselves in equilibrium, releasing tense muscles and with backs upright. At
one time we had a yoga enthusiast sitting cross-legged on the floor and one of
the present attendees kneels with the aid of a prayer stool. Then there is
silence for twenty or thirty minutes, finishing perhaps with a few words and
quiet music. There is no compulsion, no expectation. Very rarely is there a
report from any participant though on one occasion I was commissioned to
give a kiss to each of the people there. Those that come find it a source of
renewal. Some say they could not do without it.

Here, originally, the facilitator of this was a lay preacher in the Church
of England whose study group had been my spiritual ‘home’ for ten years, a
woman of grace, of knowledge lightly worn, and open to other thoughts,
learning herself as she taught, without ever losing her faith. The meetings
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continue now led by a woman in her mould. Over the years there have been
one or two men. One recently was a De La Salle brother, whose order moved
him away just last year, but the majority of us are women, and, at the moment,
Christian of one sort or another, including, of course, Unitarian.

Jenny Wightman
A CHILD SHALL LEAD

The Reverend Horace Westwood, D.D., was born in Wakefield,
Yorkshire, in 1884 and went to North America in his early twenties. There he
served Methodist, Universalist and Unitarian churches, passing on in Florida in
1956.

Strongly rationalistic, free-thinking and seemingly not very devotional
in outlook, Westwood concentrated upon the concerns and problems of the
material, visible world. Yet, largely as a result of the psychic experiences of a
young girl who lived with them, his views slowly changed. He calls her by the
pseudonym ‘Anna’, and at the commencement of his book quotes the well-
known text from Isaiah 11.6 ‘. . . and a little child shall lead them’.

In 1949, Westwood wrote an uncopyrighted book entitled, ‘There is a
Psychic World’, issued again in 1980. It was given such a title because
Westwood’s outlook had altered. In his own words: ‘The summer of 1914,
though I did not realize it at the time, proved itself the prelude to a series of experiences the
nature of which could not possibly have been anticipated. If by chance any individual had
ventured to predict them, my immediate reaction would have been, “impossible and absurd”.
If anyone had told me that, as a result of these experiences, I would come to accept as factual
what I later accepted as based on indubitable evidence and that, as a consequence, I would
come to hold the view I now embrace, concerning the meaning and destiny of human
personality, I would at once have replied, “If this ever comes to pass I shall regard my mental
processes as seriously open to question. The entire thing is utterly foreign to the world of fact
I think I know. Also, it leads to an outlook on life which I regard as inimical to the best
interest of mankind. Such a possibility is entirely beyond the range of any consideration I
could entertain, even for a moment.

‘My religious liberalism conditioned by the ‘higher criticism’ and the historical
method, had led me to the point where I regarded the resurrection stories in the New
Testament as mythical in origin and totally without foundation in fact, hence the Christian
hope was purely the outgrowth of the desire to believe. Moreover, my naturalistic outlook
had no place for life beyond death. The only immortality of which I was sure was the
immortality of influence. Beyond that, I had nothing to offer.’

Various people, of whose honesty he had no doubt, told him of
psychic experiences they had had. But he remained personally unconvinced,
believing that there must be other explanations.

During the dark years of World War I, many individuals known to
Westwood had lost relatives and friends, and he was often asked about the
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possibility and conditions of life after death. He did his best to be
sympathetic and consoling, but found that he had little to offer. ‘I made the
discovery that the “Social Gospel”, which I preached with all the fervour I could command,
did not meet the human situation.’

Gradually and very tentatively, he began his own investigations into
the possibility of life after death, especially when he learned that ‘Anna’, who
lived with the family, was able to receive what seemed to be messages from the
departed by means of automatic writing (a phenomenon in which a person’s
hand is controlled by someone or something to write information). From
being a thorough sceptic, Horace Westwood eventually became a convinced
believer in life after death. His book relates extensively his many unusual
investigations and experiences. Wisely, he warns of the dangers of such
explorations, and counsels caution.

As a clergyman, he naturally began to look again at the resurrection of
Jesus. This is what he wrote towards the end of ‘There is a Psychic World’:
‘Now, one may contend that the resurrection faith is wholly mythical, but one may not argue,
and at the same time be true to history, that it was the teachings and influence of Jesus rather
than this resurrection faith which gave the Christian movement its impetus and drive during
the generations which followed his death. For the evidence in the New Testament indicates,
beyond all possibility of successful refutation, that but for the conviction ‘Christ is risen’ the
Christian movement would never have come into being.’

Dr. Westwood had changed, and his book is a fascinating story. It is,
I think, of added significance to note his comment that ‘in every alleged
communication I have read, there is sustained agreement upon two matters.

1. Character determines each individual’s destiny after death, for
each reaps as he has sown. Moreover, there is no escape from the operation
of the principle of cause and effect.

2. What I call the ‘moral life’ continues and spiritual values are
supreme.’

Ross Howard (Guest Contributor)
LOVE (1)

‘God is Love’. These words, in beautiful lettering and with the
chalice symbol, adorn the transoms at the front of our Friargate Chapel. One
of our oldest worshippers had them put there, and, in my opinion, she chose
well, for love is such an important element in our lives and, if there is a
Creator God, then love of one another would seem to be our attempt at living
in accord with His Nature.

Love, too, like Shakespeare’s ‘mercy’ is twice blessed, ‘it blesseth him
that gives and him that takes’. Generally, if we have love then the chemistry
and physiology of the body tends to be more productive of health, and the
recipient of our love benefits, too; if we have hate (and other negative
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emotions), then our bodies seem to have a greater susceptibility to suffer from
heart attacks, stomach ulcers etc., and our hate is likely to be expressed in
harmful acts towards our neighbour. With the crime, violence, wars and
destructiveness going on in the world today, was there ever a time when love
was more required? The present malaise has a number of causes such as
poverty, unemployment, etc., and these problems must be tackled, but in
addition, should we not be looking afresh at what we are inflicting on our
children – it is perhaps too much for them to take on board. And if society is
to improve a lot will depend on the kind of children we produce – they are the
future! Yet in an irresponsible way our society seems to expose them to
noxious and harmful influences like drugs and gambling.

Alice Miller in ‘For Your Own Good’, and in ‘The Untouched Key’,
for example, has looked at the way childhood experiences are a portent of
things to come in adult life – ‘the child is father to the man’, as the poet
Wordsworth said. Alice Miller examines the lives of a number of people:
Picasso, Buster Keaton, Friedrich Nietzche, Adolf Hitler, and others. In each
case those who in later life turned out to be ‘monsters’ had suffered severely at
the hands of their parents. I think most psychological opinion would be in
agreement with the conclusions of Alice Miller though they are based on only
a small sample of people. An alternative point of view is put by Scott Peck in
his ‘People of the Lie’, who believes that some people are evil from the very
start. He puts his case interestingly and well, but personally, I am not
convinced. I would think that childhood is a most important stage of
development both for the child’s and for society’s long term interests, and that
the best start is for a child to be brought up by a mother and a father in a
home where there is much love and security. This would engender in the
child the feeling that he or she was doing right in existing, that he or she, being
part of this great mystery, the universe, and feeling comfortable about and
loving himself/herself in a proper manner, would thereby be opened up to the
possibility of loving his/her neighbour as him/herself. If Freud was right in
observing and defining a specific calm period of childhood development (the
‘latency’ period between the ages 5 or 6 and puberty) where moral and
aesthetic concerns come to the fore, then one wonders, with trepidation, what
effects TV sex and violence are going to have on this formative period on the
modern child. Or, indeed, what they are already having! Although having a
loving mother and father may be the best scenario for the child’s development,
this is not to say that the child who has been deprived of one parent through
various circumstances cannot be a source of pride to the single parent. Much
depends on the important elements of love and security being present.

Yes, I feel that those words at the front of our Friargate Chapel have a
great relevance for today’s world.

George Cope
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LOVE

LOVE bade me welcome; yet my soul drew back,
Guilty of dust and sin.

But quick-eyed Love, observing me grow slack
From my first entrance in,

Drew nearer to me, sweetly questioning
If I lack'd anything.

'A guest,' I answer'd, 'worthy to be here:'
Love said, 'You shall be he.'

'I, the unkind, ungrateful? Ah, my dear,
I cannot look on Thee.'

Love took my hand and smiling did reply,
'Who made the eyes but I?'

'Truth, Lord; but I have marr'd them: let my shame
Go where it doth deserve.'

'And know you not,' says Love, 'Who bore the blame?'
'My dear, then I will serve.'

'You must sit down,' says Love, 'and taste my meat.'
So I did sit and eat.

George Herbert

IN PRAISE OF THE SANDWICH AND THE SANDWICH MAKER

Today, the Sunday preceding the Spring Equinox, I was fortunate
enough to be visiting the Octagon Unitarian Chapel, Norwich, where I was
treated to the most wonderful sandwich of a service, substantial with tasty
flavoured sauces. Although the theme for the day was: ‘It’s just another day’,
for me it was much more than that.

From the moment of stepping into this beautiful, historic building I
felt included. The congregation was a wonderful balance of the generations
just as the balanced service included all.

Music was integral, opening with a prelude on the organ, Minuet by
Jacques-Christophe Naudot. This time was used as a period for calming
down into the spirit of community and prayer. Before the Address we heard
a musical interlude on the piano, Romance by Shostakovich. As a postlude to
round off the service we heard the organ playing, Minuet from ‘Samson’ by G F
Handel. In 2002 the magnificent organ was completely refurbished and it was
an unexpected treat to hear it played, and so well. That the organist was just
as at home on the piano was a bonus for this passing visitor. Fortunate
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indeed is a congregation to have the benefit of both instrument and musicians
both competent and happy to play.

Two children helped to light the chalice as, later, four children
collected the offering. This was very informal as each one attempted to reach
the most people. Afterwards the service leader asked if everyone had been
included who wished to be and someone in the congregation was heard to say,
“Oh yes, and twice”. The children’s story, The Ant and The Bear, fitted the
Spring Equinox theme and was a new one for me. I can’t have been the only
adult there to appreciate the story.

Not only were the children fully included before they left for their
Sunday Club. The adults had the opportunity to express their joys and
concerns, lighting a candle if they wished, and they did.

The hymns for the day were taken from both the purple and green
book and were well spaced through the service and all suited the theme for the
day: Hope is Born in Springtime, Lady of the Season’s Laughter, View the Starry Realm
of Heaven and All Things Bright and Beautiful. The service leader had been brave
enough to include two that were clearly new to many there, but which again
supported the balance of the whole service.

The Address had been thoughtfully created, celebrating the coming of
the Equinox and a time of celebration, when we can say that ‘the light is
winning’. There will be a moment prior to this when light and dark will be in
balance. It is this thought of balance that I will remember from this service.
Well crafted and well presented. A sandwich service well made, given with
grace and received with gratitude.

Joan Wilkinson

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS

Many readers can remember back 60, 70 or perhaps 80 years to a time
when butterflies were abundant. So abundant were they that schoolboys
would net them and collect them as they would stamps and coins. It is
difficult to understand why this, quite cruel, practice was never outlawed.
However, certain species are now protected under the Wildlife and
Countryside Act (1981) it being illegal to catch, handle or harm them.
Included here are: the Heath Fritillary, the High Brown Fritillary, the Marsh
Fritillary, the Large Blue, the Large Copper and the Swallowtail. Anyone
wishing to handle these, for whatever purpose, must have a licence.

Nowadays we see so few of these lovely creatures throughout a
summer period. Since the 1940’s, 97% of wildflower meadows have gradually
been destroyed along with much downland and large areas of ancient
woodland. To cope with an ever-increasing human population urban areas
have spread because of new housing developments, road systems, shops,
schools and so on.
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Throughout the world human activity takes its toll of wildlife and it seems
inevitable that this should be so. But whereas wildlife always thrives where
there is no human intervention, we humans cannot survive without wildlife.
Together, fauna and flora constitute a great part of our ecosystem, our
environment. State governance, the world over, cannot be relied on to
safeguard us. Consider how our environment becomes increasingly polluted
by oil, chemicals and waste which includes that from nuclear, industrial and
household activity.

However, there are many people who understand what needs to be
done to conserve our natural heritage. We must support them and their
organisations.

Butterflies and moths together form the group of insects known as
Lepidoptera, from the Greek ‘lepis’ meaning scale and ‘pteron’ meaning wing.
The colours and patterns on their wings are made up from thousands of tiny
scales which overlap like tiles on a roof.

If you find a caterpillar, it is more likely to be a moth than a butterfly
because there are over 2,500 species of moth in the U.K. but only about 70
species of butterfly.

Female moths and butterflies lay their eggs on suitable plants, often
singly but sometimes in a batch. Usually the caterpillars, when they hatch out,
will eat the leaves but some eat the flowers or fruit, roots or stems of the plant.
The caterpillars of some very small species will even burrow inside the leaf –
as thin as it is. Caterpillars, by feeding on plants, have influenced the plants’
own evolution of physical and chemical defences.

Some caterpillars fasten leaves together with silk and hide inside to
eat, other protect themselves by spinning a WEB. Many species of caterpillar
have evolved methods to protect themselves from predators, of which they
have many. Some grow hairs or bristles on their bodies which will irritate the
predators’ throat, others have large eye-markings or use certain postures all of
which are designed to alarm and frighten off the attacker. Bright colours are
also used as a warning that the wearer has a bitter taste.

The time taken for a caterpillar to reach full size varies with the
species and can be from a few days to a few years. When fully grown the
caterpillar turns into a pupa, (Latin: doll or girl). At this stage it has a tough,
protective outer case within which the adult forms. To pupate, some
caterpillars burrow into the soil, others fasten themselves to a plant. In many
cases the pupa is the stage for overwintering, although some species do this as
a caterpillar, others as adults and a few at the egg stage.

The pupa (or chrysalis) is the passive state taken by the caterpillar (or
larva) preparatory to becoming an adult moth or butterfly. Most adults live
for a few days only but some live for months then hibernate through winter.

Moths and butterflies are to be found wherever there are plants for
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their caterpillars to eat. Some are restricted according to the distribution of
their particular food-plants, others require certain habitat conditions. A few
species are visitors to the U.K. and some have been accidentally imported on
fruit or plants.

Moths vary greatly in appearance and some may not, at first, be
recognised as such looking very much like wasps, bees or flies.

Gardens are very important habitats for Lepidoptera for they feed on
the nectar from flowers and so act as pollinators. Most importantly they are a
food-source for other wildlife such as birds, bats, toads, hedgehogs, lizards and
small mammals. It has been calculated, for instance, that while in the nest, a
brood of blue tits will be fed about 15,000 caterpillars.

During the 20th century 60 species of moth became extinct in the
U.K. Over the last twenty years seven out of ten of our butterfly species have
declined. This gives much cause for concern because of the impact on
wildlife which depend on Lepidoptera for food.

Urbanisation, industrial development, changes in agricultural and
forestry practices along with the use of herbicides and pesticides all contribute
to the continuing fragmentation of habitats.

But we can all do our bit for these beautiful insects. A ‘nature patch’
could be left untended in a quiet corner of the garden. Weeds, long grass and
dead material provide shelter and allow overwintering. Seek advice about
Lepidoptera-friendly flowers and avoid the use of chemicals.

A charity which works in the U.K. to protect moths, butterflies and
their habitats is Butterfly Conservation. Founded in 1968 it has grown
steadily to over 11,500 members. Many members help to manage a growing
number of nature reserves and carry out practical conservation work.
Volunteers, who may or may not be members, also help in many aspects of the
charity’s work, all of which is co-ordinated by a U.K.-wide network of
Butterfly Conservation branches.

Because moths and butterflies are quick to react to environmental
change, monitoring and recording of their numbers and whereabouts gives us
essential clues as to the general health of the environment and the impact on it
of human activity. The data gathered is passed to Government and used at
national, U.K. and European leve4ls.

Volunteers also help to promote public awareness of Lepidoptera and
their habitats by organising and assisting at fund-raising events. These events
are held regularly with guided walks, field trips, talks, slide-shows, displays and
school visits.

Training and advice is given to members and volunteers as is
necessary to assist in the charity’s work.

Should you wish to help in any way or to become a member or
volunteer, ask for some of the brochures available. They are full of
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information and contain photographs of many species of moth and butterfly.
Butterfly Conservation, Manor Yard, East Lulworth, Wareham,

Dorset, BH20 5QP
Tel: 01929 400209 Fax: 01929 400210 www.butterfly-conservation.org

Michael Ablett

FINDING THE PLACE
by Bruce Findlow

Finding the Place by Bruce Findlow is remarkably fresh considering that
it was published in 1974. Rev Bruce Findlow was Minister of St. Mark's
Unitarian Unitarian Church, Edinburgh from 1958. I'm not sure of the date
when his tenure there came to an end. Many of Findlow's sermons were
published in the newsletter Waymark, which was published ten times a year
and sent to many parts of the world. This book consists of twelve sermons
selected from the newsletter and were given between the years 1969-1972.

Many today think that they are breaking new ground in stressing the
spiritual rather than the religious. Findlow uses both freely but the spiritual
tends to refer to that which we experience as individuals whereas the religious
and religion refers to how we express, alone or with others, that spirituality.

The chapter headings illustrate the ongoing issues that we continue to
address and I think readers today will agree that Bruce Findlow should be
included in our considerations still.

Starting from the right place
What is religion?

What is God?
God and prayer

Jesus in religion and history
Religious experience
Living with doubts
Loneliness in plenty

We believe in freedom
We believe in goodness

We believe in beauty
Why are we Unitarians?

The book is part of the NUF Book Collection and being small with
soft back and only 79 pages can be very easily popped in the post and
circulated between members.

Joan Wilkinson
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THE GOD DELUSION

The author, Richard Dawkins, is the Charles Simonyi Professor for
the Public Understanding of Science at Oxford University. The book is
beautifully written, easy to understand, but greatly opposed to religion.

On a scale of 1 to 7 with 1 representing 100% belief in God, and 7
representing complete disbelief, the author, admirably in keeping with his
scientific stance, places himself not at point 7, but at point 6, though attracted
to point 7. (Point 6 regards the existence of God as being very improbable.)

He considers that the sheer complexity of life and Nature doesn’t
point to the existence of a Designer, but can be adequately explained,
considering the vast time-scale involved, by evolution acting, not by chance,
but through the device of Natural Selection. He concedes, I believe, an
element of chance in the cosmological constants, such as the ‘strong force’
which holds the atom together. Had this varied ever so minutely from 0.007,
then the chemical elements essential for life would not have come into
existence.

The author gives some useful definitions: the difference between a
deist and a theist, and discusses issues like abortion and homosexuality. He
deals in a courageous and level-headed way with paedophilia and the Church.
I was disappointed that he should say that a world without religion would not
have suffered 9/11, suicide bombers, etc. In my opinion, 9/11 was a political
act even though its perpetrators were inspired by religion. I suspect that the
9/11 terrorists sought to strike a blow against what they perceived to be a
monumental injustice: the rich/poor division of the world and unfair trading
largely generated by Western economic dominance as symbolised by the twin
Trade Towers. If 9/11 was a political act, then to explain it solely in terms of
religion, has the implication, obviously unintended by the author, that only
religious people are sufficiently motivated to take steps, however misguided,
against perceived injustices. (The terrorist act backfired, however, giving the
U.S., in my opinion, just the excuse it needed to invade Afghanistan.

Wars can be caused by religions but there are often other underlying
factors. As more and more of the earth’s resources are used up, we hear
today of ‘resources’ wars, or even of future wars over water instead of oil. To
view all wars as arising from religion is dangerous as it diverts our attention
from seeking solutions to grave economic injustices.

In the last chapter, the author talks of the Middle World, the place we
humans have arrived at through the workings of Natural Selection. But it is
not quite the same place that some other creatures have arrived at. They can
have more acute senses of smell or hearing (as dogs have), or use echo
location (as bats do). The author tries to imagine what kind of picture of the
world these other creatures must have, and goes further by acknowledging that
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our own picture of the world is restricted by the nature of the sense organs we
are equipped with. Thus we see the material world as very solid whereas
science informs us that the material world consists mainly of empty space.
The author ends on a euphoric note, saying this understanding is but on
glimpse of even greater wonders yet to be revealed by science.

I would go further still. If our physiological make-up was different,
we might have less difficulty in understanding quantum physics where in
‘empty space’ particles pop into existence out of nothing at all and then, just as
mysteriously, disappear again. We might also better understand such
experiences (as I and many others have had) of telepathy or of dreams
foretelling dire events. The author rubbishes (deservedly) a poorly set up
experiment on the efficacy or otherwise of prayer, but if, in this strange
quantum world, telepathy is proven to take place, then why shouldn’t its close
relation, prayer, work? Our beliefs stem not uniquely from intellectual effort,
but also from our everyday experiences of life: we are shaped by our loves,
successes, disappointments, bereavements, and all the unfathomable and
precious moments that we ponder on and seek to make sense of.

‘The God Delusion’ has, for me, cleared away a lot of the deadwood
in my ideas but it has made me feel that Unitarianism is much closer to my
basic beliefs than I had formerly realised. Its judicious toleration of other
religions (eschewing any practising human sacrifices, etc.) offers hope of
preventing wars based on religion.
(ISBN 978-0-552-77331-7 Paperback £5.49 Amazon)

George Cope

MINISTRY INQUIRY DAYS

Want to know more about training as a Unitarian & Free Christian
minister or lay pastor/leader and about working with our congregations?

This summer the Ministry Commission is again holding Inquiry Days
for people who are at an early stage of considering this possibility as well as for
those who are almost ready to make an application for training.

London, Essex Church, Kensington: Saturday 11th June
Manchester, Luther King House: Wednesday 24th August
Times for both venues: 11 for 11.30 start; 3.30 p.m. finish

Booking deadlines: June 1st for London and 14th August for Manchester.
Advance booking essential. For more information and to book, please
contact: Mary-Jean Hennis at Unitarian General Assembly, Essex Hall, 1-6
Essex Street, London WC2R 3HY

Mary-Jean Hennis Tel: 020 7240 2384 mhennis@unitarian.org.uk
mailto:mhennis@unitarian.org.uk
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THE NEW TEN COMMANDMENTS

1. Thou shalt not worry
for worry is the most unproductive of all human activities.

2. Thou shalt not be fearful
for most of the things we fear never come to pass.

3. Thou shalt not cross bridges before you come to them
for no one has ever succeeded in accomplishing this.

4. Thou shalt face each problem as it comes
for you can only handle one at a time anyway.

5. Thou shalt not take problems to bed with you
for they make poor bedfellows.

6. Thou shalt not borrow other people’s problems
for they can better care for them than you can.

7. Thou shalt not try to relive yesterday for good or ill; it is forever
gone
Concentrate on what is happening in your life and be happy now.

8. Thou shalt be a good listener, for only when you listen do you
hear ideas which are different from your own
for it is hard to learn something when you are talking, and some

people do know more than you do.
9. Thou shalt not become ‘bogged down’ by frustration

for 90% of it is rooted in self-pity and will only interfere with positive
action.

10. Thou shalt count thy blessings, never overlooking the small
ones

for a lot of small blessings add up to a big one.
Colin Carvel

HOOKED ON GROWTH?

It seemed strange reading words that could have been written only
two or three years ago being quoted by Francis Terry back in 1971, from the
Essex Hall Lecture of that year, and included below. I suspect though that
there has been, and will continue to be, the same convenient deafness by some
sectors of society as there was in 1971.

Joan Wilkinson

I do not believe that industrial development to give all those poorest
countries in Asia and Africa a standard of living equivalent to the middle-class
American is possible, and I believe that those of us in the more fortunate
countries may actually need to accept a serious cut in our material standards, in
contrast to the golden future foretold by politicians of all parties’. That is
how Dr. Kenneth Mellanby comes to his conclusion on the last page of his
1971 Essex Hall Lecture.
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But can we face the prospect? All our national plans seem to be based on the
assumption of growth and rising standards, depending upon them to maintain
employment and co-operation. But growth never goes on forever. Are we
like addicts who have got themselves ‘hooked’?

This may be the main practical significance of religion for the present
age – to give us the inner resources to face drastic reassessment of values, and
the neighbourliness to help one another through times of stringency. In the
story of mankind, some people have lived in periods of expansion, others in
times of recession, and all have had their own unique value, their place in the
total pattern of existence. Religion brings us into fellowship with all souls,
who were famous or obscure, lived long or short lives, in centres of civilisation
or in primitive backwaters. All come at last to equality in the presence of
infinity. In that fellowship we can accept our role in whatever chapter of
history our lives are cast.

Francis Terry 1971
LADY OF LIGHT

A correspondent has kindly written to me referring to my loved object
of devotion, Kuan-yin, as ‘my celestial Lady of compassion’. This has enabled
me to recall that, several years ago, I tried to write a few lines based upon the
old Catholic hymn, ‘Stella maris’, ‘Star of the sea’. In it, Mary is addressed as
the north star, the pole star, by which mariners in the northern hemisphere
found direction as they navigated by studying the stars.

What I have arrived at is given below. Perhaps some who feel the
need for ‘a celestial Lady of compassion’, as I do, will find the two stanzas
helpful. The tune is given as ‘Stellas’, a traditional English melody arranged
by Henri Hemy in the nineteenth century.

Lady of light, star of the sea,
Guide of the wand’rer here below;

Thrown on life’s surge, we seek your care:
Keep us from peril and from woe.

Lady of light, star of the sea,
Care for the wand’rer, care for me.

O gentle, chaste, and spotless one,
From evil deeds you were kept free;

Grant us your joy, let us become
True lovers of your sanctity.
Lady of light, star of the sea,

Care for the wand’rer, care for me.
Ross Howard (Guest contributor)

For the Catholic version of this hymn plus the music score contact the editor.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Unitarian Publications
I have been musing upon another year of Newsletters which under

Mark's editorship have been invariably interesting, stimulating, informative and
attractive. Which is more than you could say about many other bodies' small
spiritual and religious publications. In fact, when I consider the NUF
Newsletter together with the Earth Spirit Network File, the Unitarian, the
Inquirer and the Herald, to say nothing of some of the individual
congregational newsletters and magazines available to us, I am continually
amazed at just how much excellent material Unitarians produce.

A piece Mark wrote himself a couple of issues ago occasioned some
initially robust Forum discussion in which I participated, but which got sadly
out of hand and unpleasantly over personal. I think that was very regrettable.
It may be a phenomenon up with which editors have to put, but as readers we
should, I feel, be prepared to distinguish a little more carefully between what a
man or woman thinks and writes, and what the whole man or woman actually
is.

As to the repeated complaint that the 'Newsletter lacks wide appeal',
with the deepest respect I must disagree. Just look through the pages of a few
issues. Yes, there are reviews of complex academic books, there are serious
articles on large social and religious questions of the day, but there are also
Tony's elegant and profound musings and Dorothy’s shining accounts of rich
slices from her life. There are short meditations and prayers, web news and
diary dates, and Liz' super pictures. There may even, if you wish to give the
brain a break, be a silly short story about a two-headed duck.

I think Mark is an excellent editor; it is always a pleasure to write for
him, and work with him. Long may that last.

Naomi Linnell
The Newsletter

In the 66th Annual Report I read with some disquiet that ‘a group of
influential NUF members resolved to control the content of the newsletter by
issuing guidelines’.

The NUF, by its very name Fellowship, is comprised of ALL of us
who are members of it; NOT a small group dispensing Freedom, Reason and
Tolerance values to the many. It must be realized that the ethos of
Unitarianism is in fact the birthright of every living human; NOT a commodity
to be dispensed by a few. Far from being a mere reflection of this, the
Newsletter is a vital and vibrant living emissary of those values.

The Editor has made this Newsletter magazine a meeting place for all
of us; long may it continue!

Eric Talbot-Batting, MBE
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I was stunned to read in the NUF Annual Report (2010) of the
criticism levelled at the Editor of the ‘Newsletter’. To reduce the scope of the
‘NL’ by drawing up guidelines as to its content would also reduce the number
of people who feel able to contribute to its pages. Logically this would mean
a considerable decline in the amount of interest in the publication. Surely,
focussing on Unitarian concerns is exactly what the ‘NL’ does very well?

The ‘Unitarian Ethos’ shown on pages 8/9 of the March issue amply
demonstrates the way ahead.

Michael Ablett

In response to Hilda Handoll (p17, Issue 394), surely the Newsletter
should appeal to all who read it, whether they are potential new members, or
have been part of the Fellowship for many years!

In my opinion, the Newsletter has about the right balance between a
simple introduction to what Unitarians are thinking on matters of faith and
life-experience, and the more 'erudite' book reviews which may only be of
interest to the more intellectual among us. They indicate the wide variety
of views found in any group of religious seekers.

However, it might be useful sometimes if our regular
contributors could comment on matters of current interest in the wider world
- Libya and Japan come to mind at present - so that folk new to Unitarian
thinking could see how events in the public eye are handled by people within
the Movement.

The two members of the NUF who attended the UCCN workshops
in February are working on a new 'Publicity Leaflet' which is designed to bring
Unitarianism in general, and the NUF in particular, to the notice of those who
are seeking on their own without having come across any of us before. This
should answer Hilda's request for making the Fellowship more widely known.

Elizabeth Barlow
Ross Howard

It seems that some of your readers are curious about me, so here is a
little information. I hope that it will clarify matters.

First of all, I am an elderly Australian, and a widower who has also
lost his much-loved son. My association with Unitarianism dates back to the
1940’s. Before that, I was an Anglican, and planned to become a priest.
Years ago, I did part of the General Assembly Ministerial course. I am not a
member of the N.U.F., and being old, no longer join things. That is apart
from my eager desire to join my loved ones in the afterlife.

My name is on the G.A. Roll of Lay Preachers in the U.K. With
good fortune, I shall keep my sanity, and continue to be a religious free-
thinker.

Ross Howard
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Viewpoint and Newsletter
I have been inspired to put pen to paper upon reading the February

edition of ‘Viewpoint’. I thoroughly enjoyed all three sermons and it seems
wrong to single out one, but one by Rev. Celia Cartwright really struck a chord
as she mentions the book ‘The Diving Bell and the Butterfly’ The author, a
victim of a severe stroke is only able to communicate via one eyelid. As I
myself suffered a stroke 3 years ago, I could not bring myself to read the book
although my speech therapist loaned me a copy. However, after reading this
sermon I feel more inclined to at least make a start.

Also, I found Issue 394 of the Newsletter particularly interesting and
enjoyable. Many of the items were thought provoking and here again it would
be wrong to single out one as all were of such a high standard. However, I
feel that I must mention Naomi Linnell’s superb cover picture and her
associated ‘Reflections’. Congratulations! Also the feature on the link
between animal abuse and human violence is pertinent. I thoroughly endorse
these sentiments and believe that the subject should be addressed and
researched in much more detail.

Finally, I would like to thank you (Tony McNeile) and your dedicated
band for producing such consistently high quality features and keeping us all in
touch. I always feel part of a large family.

Jill Foster
SOME GOOD NEWS ON TAX (REALLY)

The Budget offers some good news for congregations and other
Unitarian bodies in view of their charity status. A reduced rate of inheritance
tax (IHT) will apply where 10 per cent or more of a deceased's net estate (after
deducting IHT exemptions, reliefs and the nil rate band) is left to charity. In
those cases the current 40 per cent rate will be reduced to 36 per cent. The
new rate will apply where death occurs on or after 6 April 2012 . The
Government will be consulting on the detailed implementation of this measure
and will issue a consultation document before the summer.
GA Comment: Our understanding is that, effectively, the concession will not
cost the beneficiaries of the estate anything because the 10 per cent equates to
the reduction in the IHT that would otherwise be due.

‘UNITARIAN? WHAT’S THAT?’
New Book by Clifford M. Reed. (Lindsey Press)

Questions and answers about a liberal alternative based mainly on
questions that people have actually asked when encountering Unitarians for
the first time. A useful publication to give to enquirers or new attenders.

A 2011 reprint with revisions. Normal price from Essex Hall is £2.50.
Five copies available for £10 for congregations to use in outreach.

http://www.unitarian.org.uk/images/news/WhatRed.png
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WEB NEWS

The Newsletter of the Nightingale Centre in Great Hucklow, Derbyshire,
home to so many Unitarian events, can be accessed and downloaded at:
http://www.unitarian.org.uk/pdfs/Nightingale_Mar11.pdf
New book from the Lindsey Press on Charles Darwin. ‘Till the Peoples all
are One’: Darwin’s Unitarian Connections by Clifford M. Reed. Charles Darwin
described himself as an agnostic but how far was he really a Unitarian?
Available at GA £6.50. From Essex Hall £7.50 + 79p postage
http://www.unitarian.org.uk/news/images/darwinbook.png

DIARY DATES

‘Come and go as you please’ at the Nightingale Centre. Relaxing half-
board mid-week breaks: Mon 30th May - Fri 3rd June; Sat 27th - Mon 29th
August; Tues 30th August -Fri 2nd September
These half board mid-week breaks offer you the freedom to fill your days
exactly how you wish. So enjoy a walk, visit a well dressing, see one of the
sights or just ‘chill out’. This break will suit anyone who enjoys a comfortable
bed, good food and doing their own thing!
Prices on application - there is flexibility to meet your requirements.
The Nightingale Centre, Great Hucklow, Buxton, Derbyshire, SK17 8RH
Tel/Fax: 01298 871218 e-mail: info@thenightingalecentre.org.uk
Website: www.thenightingalecentre.org.uk
General Assembly Weekend this year is 25th and 26th June 2011 and
provides an opportunity to celebrate our National Movement and the ties that
bind us together.

MEMBERSHIP MATTERS

Any member who would like to correspond with another member,
near or far, please contact the membership Secretary.

NEXT ISSUE
The deadline for the next issue is Friday 15th April 2011. Contributions on
any theme and responses to any item in the newsletter are always welcome.

All contributions are acknowledged.
The views expressed in the newsletter are those of the contributors and do not
necessarily represent those of the NUF or of the wider Unitarian movement.

All contributors are members of the NUF
except where otherwise indicated.

The absence of ‘Fellowship Matters’ is due to the Secretarial Interregnum.
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http://www.unitarian.org.uk/news/images/darwinbook.png
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